2020 REPORT ON PHILANTHROPY
Dear friends,

The report you are receiving is the GOOD NEWS of 2020.

To state the absurdly obvious, the year 2020 will be remembered as one of the most disruptive, painful, deadly years in history. COVID-19 shook our world. Much has been stated and written and much more will be. You do not need me to add to the body of analysis and opinion. Yet one cannot share the good news without acknowledging all that was lost.

For the first time since its founding in 1874, Chautauqua Institution did not bring people together in person to attend lectures, worship or experience the arts. With the advent of CHQ Assembly, the Institution brought speakers, preachers and artists into your homes. While the programs were satisfying and many were richly rewarding, everyone who has experienced Chautauqua in person knew we had lost that which makes Chautauqua the place it is — being together in community.

The Institution, itself, lost its primary source of revenue and overall saw a decline in revenue of approximately $20 million. Management reduced expenses for the year by $13 million.

You came to the rescue. Gifts to the Chautauqua Fund to cover operating expenses of the Institution increased by 36% in 2020. Many of you donated the refunds to which you were entitled by the cancellation of in-person convening, many of you increased your normal Chautauqua Fund contribution, and some of you did both. Many of you made your first gift to the Chautauqua Fund.

Your outpouring of support felt much like a love letter to Chautauqua. Your gifts demonstrated how much you cared for the Institution’s well-being. Your gifts displayed how much you cared for the Institution’s future. In the end, you allowed Chautauqua to plan and create a program for 2021 secure and confident that our risk was manageable.

Your generosity last year was not limited to the Chautauqua Fund. Many of you shared that you included Chautauqua in your estate plans. Some of you made outright gifts to further build Chautauqua’s endowment. Chautauqua’s endowment provides an increasingly important part of our annual revenue stream and in such uncertain times a critically reliable one. Last year, as in every year, the support of Chautauquans who had included Chautauqua in their estate plans became realized adding further to the results shown in this report to you and about you.

Thank you. Your thoughtfulness and spirit of care are overwhelming. As the fortunate leader of the advancement team that works closely with many of you, I know we are blessed to have the opportunity.

With warm regard and deep appreciation, I am

Very truly yours,

Geof Follansbee
Senior Vice President and Chief Advancement Officer
CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION
MISSION STATEMENT

Chautauqua Institution is a not-for-profit, 750-acre community on Chautauqua Lake in southwestern New York State, where approximately 7,500 persons are in residence on any day during a nine-week season, and a total of more than 100,000 attend scheduled public events.

Chautauqua is dedicated to the exploration of the best in human values and the enrichment of life through a program that explores the important religious, social and political issues of our times; stimulates provocative, thoughtful involvement of individuals and families in creative response to such issues; and promotes excellence and creativity in the appreciation, performance and teaching of the arts.

CHAUTAUQUA FOUNDATION
MISSION STATEMENT

The Chautauqua Foundation, Inc. exists to support the Chautauqua Institution through the preservation, the appropriate use, and the growth of endowment funds.
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FUNDRAISING REPORT

Total Philanthropic Activity
In 2020, Chautauquans generously supported the Institution’s mission with over $14.65 million in total philanthropy, which includes pledges, outright gifts and planned gifts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Chautauqua Fund</th>
<th>Endowment</th>
<th>Capital &amp; Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$9,127,497</td>
<td>5,147,278</td>
<td>378,688</td>
<td>14,653,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>4,552,551</td>
<td>3,890,926</td>
<td>889,722</td>
<td>9,333,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4,786,953</td>
<td>12,474,553</td>
<td>985,221</td>
<td>18,246,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5,696,084</td>
<td>7,149,967</td>
<td>1,173,107</td>
<td>14,019,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3,858,830</td>
<td>7,182,221</td>
<td>1,711,904</td>
<td>12,752,955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generous philanthropy takes many forms at Chautauqua, and is unique to each person inspired to give. There are three categories of giving, including contributions to the annual Chautauqua Fund, endowment, and capital and other projects.

Chautauqua Fund
All gifts to the Chautauqua Fund are used to support the Institution’s annual operating budget and the full range of programming Chautauqua offers.

Donors who contributed to the 2020 Chautauqua Fund are recognized on pages 20–40.

Endowment
All gifts to endowment are made to the Foundation for investment and then made available to the Institution according to the spending policy established by the board of directors of the Foundation.

Donors who made endowment gifts in the calendar year 2020 are recognized on pages 41–45.

Capital & Other
All gifts to capital projects and other programs are made directly to the Institution and reported accordingly in its audited financial statements. They primarily support the renovation or construction of facilities and also supplement the operating budget for extraordinary program initiatives.

Donors who made capital or other programs in 2020 are recognized on page 46.
These charts represent total philanthropy of $14.65 million for the calendar year ended Dec. 31, 2020 by area and type of support.

### Total Giving by Area of Support

- **Scholarships**: 10%
- **Religion**: 6%
- **Recreation**: <1%
- **Physical Maintenance**: 2%
- **Flexible Program & Other**: 25%
- **Performing and Visual Arts**: 3%
- **Education & Youth**: 3%
- **General Support**: 50%

### Who Supports Chautauqua?

- **Individuals**: 93%
- **Corporations**: 2%
- **Current and Former Institution & Foundation Leadership**: 2%
- **Current and Former Employees**: 2%
- **Organizations**: 2%
Numerous individuals and organizations have demonstrated their commitment to Chautauqua through extraordinary expressions of philanthropy. This lifetime giving list recognizes and thanks the cumulative generosity of donors to the annual Chautauqua Fund, capital projects, endowment or who have pledged or transferred assets as part of certain planned gift commitments, a cumulative amount of $250,000 or more.

Donors new to this list are highlighted in green.

**Greater than $5,000,000**
Susan and Thomas Hagen
Mary and Oliver Langenberg
Joan and David Lincoln
Patty and Spencer Van Kirk, III

**$2,500,000–$4,999,999**
The Carnahan-Jackson Foundation
Jack and Marcia Connolly
Emily and John Corry
Gebbie Foundation, Inc.
Bruce W. and Sarah Hagen McWilliams
The Hultquist Foundation, Inc.
The Lenna Foundation
Elizabeth S. Lenna
Lippman Kanfer Family Foundation
Kay H. Logan
Ralph C. Sheldon Foundation, Inc.
Elaine and Richard Rieser
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Smucker
Lowell and Rebecca Strohl and Family
Helen Truman Trust

**$1,000,000–$2,499,999**
Anonymous
John T. and Katherine G. Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Boyle
Jean and Tom Bremeley
Mrs. Robert D. Campbell
Chautauqua Women’s Club, Inc.
Margaret Clarkson and George Heintzelman
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Cornell
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Cornell
Dr. and Mrs. R. William Cornell
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. DeFrees
Mrs. Grant A. Dibert
Lauren Rich Fine
Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Fletcher
Char and Chuck Fowler
Barbara and Peter Georgescu
Betsy C. Goodell
William R. Goodell
Donna Kohl
Stewart Kohl
Dr. and Mrs. W.R. Konneker
The Kresge Foundation
Mrs. Charles H. Lytle
The Milton and Tamar Maltz Family Foundation
Jesse and Cathy Marion
Mary Anne and John Morefield
New York State Council on the Arts
Ralph H. and Elizabeth C. Norton Philanthropic Trust
Hale and Judy Oliver
Rosalie H. Pembridge
Steve and Polly Percy
Martha and Harold F. Reed, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Smith
Sydelle Sonkin and Herb Siegel
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Swingle
Robert and Joyce Tate Family Foundation

**$500,000–$999,999**
Edward L. Anderson, Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Dorothy L. Anderson
Sandy and Quint Anderson
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Kathy and James Braham
Gary and Willow Brost Charitable Fund
John W. and Anne Staples Burden
Andrew L. and Gayle Shaw
Camden
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Carnahan
Chautauqua Opera Guild
Wendy and Edward Cohen Court Family Foundation Fund

**Eleanor B. Daugherty**
The Winifred C. Dibert Foundation, Inc.
Charles Edison Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Hal A. Fausbaugh
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Follansbee
Mimi and Jim Gallo
Chip and Gail Gamble
General Electric Foundation
Jane A. Gross
Thomas and Kathleen Harrick
Dorothea and Bill Hill
Dr. Michael G. and Carol Nobel Hirsh
Melvin H. and Karin A. Johnson
William D. Kuhns Trust
Jim and Lynn Levinson
Lilly Endowment, Inc.
Helen T. Logan Charitable Trust
Dr. Barb Mackey
John W. and Yvonne S. McCredie
Robert and Sally Metzgar
The Milos Family Fund
George E. and Susan Moran Murphy
Peter Nosler and Julie Veitch
Steve and Anne Odland
Office Depot Foundation, Inc.
Sheila Penrose and Ernie Mahaffey
Miriam S. Reading and Richard H. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Richards, III
Larry and Bonnye Roose
Mr. and Mrs. H. Parker Sharp
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bruce Stromgren
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Suhr, Jr.
Town of Chautauqua
The Turney Family
Caroline Van Kirk Bissell
Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Wilder
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Swingle
Steve Zenczak and Pat Feighan
$250,000–$499,999
Anonymous (2)
Andy and Peggy Anderson
Edward L. Anderson and Joan E. Parsons
John and Barbara Anderson
Clement and Karen Arrison Foundation
Penny Bank
Arthur and Barbara Banner
Wendy and David Barenfeld Family Charitable Fund
Nancy and Dick Bechtolt
June Bonyor
Mary Boyle and Ted Arnn
P. James and Barbara A. Brady
Twig and Barbara Branch
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Britton
The Byham Family
Chautauqua County Visitors’ Bureau
Chautauqua Dance Circle
Geoff and Kathie Church
Marty and Sandy Coyle
The Crockett Family
Kevin and Karen Crowder
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Cummings
Laura and Brad Currie
The Jessie Smith Darrah Fund
Richard and Marty Davis
June and Barry Dietrich
Elizabeth Elser Doolittle Charitable Trust
Shirley A. and Arthur R. Duffy
Lora Lee and Bob Duncan
Arthur E. Earley
Ted and Deborah First
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Flynn
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Foglesong
Jane Fortune
Dr. and Mrs. Myron B. Franks
viv and Joan gelb
Karen and Tim Goodell
S. Allen Goodwin
Craig and Cathrine Greene
Jim and Elisabeth Groninger
Becky and Fred K. Habenicht, Jr.
Kathleen E. Hancock
Ms. Verna Harrah
Lisa Heinz
The Hermance Family Foundation
Jeff Innes and Sue Hammond Innes
Bill and Angela James
Bob Jeffrey
The Johnson Foundation
W. Alton Jones Foundation
Kevin and Joan Keogh
Ron and Rosie Kilpatrick
William M. Kinley
Mary Kuhns Trust
Blossom Leibowitz
J. Stoner Lichty, Jr. and Darryl L. Raszl, M.D.
Mrs. John C. Lincoln
Kathryn Lincoln
James H. Lynch, Jr.
Alison and Craig Marthinsen
Chris and Sue Martin
Warren K. Martin
Dr. and Mrs. Frank E. McElree, Jr.
Edward and Betsy Merchant
Cornelia Chason Miller
Ministrare, Inc.
Miss Jane C. Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis W. Morgan
National Endowment for the Arts
Joanna and Ken Nilsen
M. Cathy Nowosielski, MD and Jeffrey N. Lutz
The John R. Oishei Foundation
The Estate of Gail Clement Olson
Robert A. Ott, Jr.
The Mary and James Pardo Charitable Gift Fund
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Park
Kathy and Jim Pender and the Michael Pender Memorial Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Pauline Beamer Pickens Trust
Deloras Pemberton
Gloria Plevin
PNC Financial Services Group
Richard A. and Esther M. Popp
Sam and Petey Price
Mrs. Lois Raynow
Mrs. Bartlett Richards
Molly F. Rinehart and Charles L. Christian
Marjorie McCarthy Robins
Joseph H. and Florence E. Roblee Foundation
Herbert B. and Gerda Sachse
Louis F. Schauer
Dr. Robert G. and Katy T. Smith
Sutton Trust
Brenda and Larry Thompson
Susan and John Turben Foundation
Rev. George E. Tutwiler
VACI Partners
Tara VanDerveer
John and Linda Wadsworth
Edris and David H. Weis
Norman and Marilyn Weizenbaum
The Margaret L. Wendt Foundation
The Mary S. Wilsdon Trust
Virginia H. and Robert R. Young
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Zemsky
Shirley and Sam Zemsky
The following list recognizes with profound gratitude the collective giving of all donors who made a contribution of $5,000+ to one or more philanthropic areas in the calendar year 2020.

**Greater than $500,000**
- Thomas B. Hagen
- Bruce and Sarah Hagen McWilliams
- Harold F. Reed, Jr.

**$250,000–$499,999**
- The Hultquist Foundation, Inc.
- Jeff Innes and Sue Hammond Innes
- Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Richards, III
- Louis F. Schauer
- Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Smucker

**Greater than $250,000**
- The Hultquist Foundation, Inc.
- Jeff Innes and Sue Hammond Innes
- Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Richards, III
- Louis F. Schauer
- Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Smucker

**$100,000–$249,999**
- Edward L. Anderson, Jr. Foundation, Inc.
- John T. Bailey
- Sarah Blackmun and Steve Eskow
- Wendy H. Cohen Fund
- Joe and Pam Kanfer Lippman Kanfer Family Foundation
- Betsy and Ted Merchant
- Don and Alyce Milks
- Peter Nosler and Julie Veitch
- Janet and Karl Reuter
- John and Takako Sachse
- Kimberly Sachse
- Helen Truman Trust

**$50,000–$99,999**
- Anonymous
- Mary Bucher
- Mrs. Frederick Cheney
- Margaret Clarkson and George Heintzelman

**$25,000–$49,999**
- Anonymous
- Maizie Abuza
- Nan and Brett Altman
- Penny Bank
- Elise M. Besthoff Charitable Foundation, Inc.
- Kathy and James Braham
- Chautauqua Dance Circle
- Kevin and Karen Crowder
- Laura and Brad Currie
- The Winifred C. Dibert Foundation, Inc.
- Ted and Deborah First
- Barbara and Peter Georgescu
- Roe Green
- Craig and Cathrine Greene
- Izumi Hara and David Koschik
- Rosie and Ron Kilpatrick
- Joan G. Kissner
- Judy and Jim Kullberg
- Mr. and Mrs. Dayton Mak
- New York State Council on the Arts
- Richard J. Osborne
- The Mary and James Pardo Charitable Gift Fund
- Steve and Polly Percy
- Ralph C. Sheldon Foundation, Inc.
- The Carter Smith Family Sutton Trust
- Mark and Patt Suwyn
- Town of Chautauqua
- Susan and John Turben Foundation
- VACI Partners
- The Watters Family
- Edris and David H. Weis
- Christina and Scott Worley

**$10,000–$24,999**
- Anonymous
- Robert & Shirley Allen Charitable Fund
- Applequist Family Charitable Fund
- Eleanor and Richard Aron
- William and LaDonna Bates and Family
- Jane P. Batten
- Nancy C. Bechtolt
- Arnold and Jill Bellowe
- Dave and Lauren Benson
- Donald H. and Barbara K. Bernstein Family Foundation
- Charles Bestor
- Kathy and Rick Birkett
- Barbara A. Black
- Bill and Peggy Blackburn
- The Felicia & Robert Bloom Charitable Foundation
- Mary Boyle and Ted Arnn
- Jim and Barbara Brady
- Laurie Branch and Family
- Twig and Barbara Branch
- Gary and Willow Brost Charitable Fund
- Steven and Cynthia Brown
- Felix M. Brueck and Ann Kowal Smith Charitable Fund

(+) indicates those who have maximized the impact of their generosity through a corporate matching gift

(‡) identifies members of the NOW Generation, made up of Chautauquans ages 21–40
John W. and Anne Staples
Burden
Dr. & Mrs. Vincent & Kathryn A.
Butera
Andrew L. and Gayle Shaw
Camden
Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell and
Rev. Dr. Albert M.
Pennybacker
The Children’s Guild
Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. R. William Cornell
Ellis and Bettsy Cowling Fund of
the Triangle Community
Foundation
+ The William A. and Deborah E.
Currin Philanthropic Fund
+ Jim and Karen Dakin
The Jessie Smith Darrah Fund
+ John and Marilyn Dilley
Lora Lee and Bob Duncan
Michael and Cynthia Evansko
Charitable Gift Fund
Hope Felton-Miller
Lauren Rich Fine Family Fund at
the Cleveland Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Fletcher
George L. Follansbee, Jr. and
Gay Didget
W. Jane Foster and Arthur S.
Willson
Char and Chuck Fowler
Charles S. and Gail F. Gamble
Fund
Lorraine and Charles Gandy
+ Helene Gayle
Victor & Joan M. Gelb
Philanthropic Fund
Jeff and Norma Glazer
Brenda and David Goldberg
Philanthropic Fund
Judgy and Al Goldman
Karen and Tim Goodell
The Green Heron Fund
Bluie and Kitty Greenberg
Bonnie and Jim Gwin
Becky and Fred K. Habenicht, Jr.
Peigi Hamner
J. Pryor Hancock
Harrison Charitable Fund
Judye and John Hartman
Terrie Vaile Hauck
John and Jennifer Haughton
Samuel and Margaret Hazlett
The Heister Family Charitable
Fund of the Ayco Charitable
Foundation
Marc Hersh and Holly Mak
Michael E. Hill and Peter M.
Korns
Dorothy and Bill Hill
Hirtle, Callaghan and Co., Inc.
Kathryn Dillon Hogan
Mrs. Arlene M. Holden
Anita and Sidney Holec
Janet Holton and Philip I. Haber
Robert and Carol Hopper
Pat and Jay Hudson
Barbara Jacob Charitable Fund
Stephen Jacob and Pat Curley
Fern and David Jaffe
Robert W. Jeffrey Charitable
Fund
Keane Family Fund
Kyle and Elizabeth Keogh
Rob and Nancy Kyler
Patrick and Amy Mullin Family
Fund
Fred and Lynn Muto Charitable
Fund
The Nicolai Family Charitable
Fund
Sandy and Margery Nobel
Carl and Pat Pegels
Pauline Beamer Pickens Trust
Mary and Bob Pickens
Av and Janet Posner
Jennifer G. and Boris E.
Rapoport Philanthropic Fund
Raskind Family Fund
Thurston K. Reid
Rennilan Family Fund
Joseph H. and Florence E.
Roblee Foundation
Howard Tager and the Tager
Family
Steve and Pat Telkins
Adele M. Thomas Charitable
Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Thomas
Edward and Melanie Voboril
Nancy Waasdorf
Katherine Karlsake White
Harvey and Carole Wolsh
$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous (4)
Jeff and Lynda Acker
Sophie Albrecht
Sean and Jill Alexander
Steve Allen and Caroline
Thompson
Bakken Family WRC Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Barley
The Barnard Charitable Giving
Fund
Battelle Always Giving Program
Patricia S. Beagle
Tom and Jane Becker
Charitable Gift Fund
Stephen and Edith Benson
Evie and Stacey Berger
Donald and Sharon Blom
Jeffery and Caroline
Blydenburgh
Susan and Fran Bonsignore
Rick and Sue Bosland
Bill and Persephone Bramham
Barbara Britton and DeDe
Hughes
Ernest G. and Patricia M. Brown
Sarah and Frank Brown
The Brueschke Family
Charitable Fund
Susan and Jim Budros
Byham Charitable Foundation
The Caplice Family Charitable
Fund
Carlson Family Trust
Dr. Paul E. Cawein
Chandler-Shreve Family Fund of
the Community Foundation
of New Jersey
County of Chautauqua
Industrial Dev. Agency
Chautauqua Women’s Club, Inc.
Dr. James J. and Carol A.
Chimento
Cathy and Bert Clark
The Honorable William F.
Clinger
Lawrence and Luann Cohen
Janet Chapman and Nancy
Colaillo
Thelma and William F. Cooper
The Rockefeller Foundation
Charles and Marci Ross
Alice and Michael Rudell
Mark and Ali Russell
Marilyn Scamman
Russell L. Schetroma Fund
Newton B. Schott, Jr. and
Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Nikki and Brian Selden
Shaffer Family Fund
Frank D. Skinner
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
†Mamie and Justin Stewart
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
Frank D. Skinner
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
†Mamie and Justin Stewart
Family Fund
The Strnad Family Fund
Lowell and Rebecca Strohl and
Family
George and Marianne Strother
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Suhr, Jr.
Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Nikki and Brian Selden
Shaffer Family Fund
Frank D. Skinner
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
†Mamie and Justin Stewart
Family Fund
The Strnad Family Fund
Lowell and Rebecca Strohl and
Family
George and Marianne Strother
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Suhr, Jr.
Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Nikki and Brian Selden
Shaffer Family Fund
Frank D. Skinner
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
†Mamie and Justin Stewart
Family Fund
The Strnad Family Fund
Lowell and Rebecca Strohl and
Family
George and Marianne Strother
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Suhr, Jr.
Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Nikki and Brian Selden
Shaffer Family Fund
Frank D. Skinner
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
†Mamie and Justin Stewart
Family Fund
The Strnad Family Fund
Lowell and Rebecca Strohl and
Family
George and Marianne Strother
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Suhr, Jr.
John and Linda Creech  
Kendall Crolius and Stephen Stout  
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Crowley  
Barbara and John Cummings  
James and Ann-Marie Cunningham  
Mary and Dave Davenport  
Karen and David Davenport  
Jo Ann Deblinger  
Charles and Rebecca Denton  
Bree Dietly  
+ Steve and Susan Drabant  
Shirley and Art Duffy  
Paul and Sally Dunmire  
Craig and Sarah Dyer-Dana  
William L. Edwards  
Doug and Florida Ellis  
Gail Fellus  
Barbara R. Foorman  
Fradin Silberstein Foundation  
Estate of Dr. and Mrs. Myron B. Franks  
Lisa French  
William Freyd and Diane M. Carlson  
Davis and Jean Fulkerson  
Dr. Marc Geller  
General Electric Foundation  
Nancy Gibbs and Waits May  
Marjorie Gingell  
Joe and Lynne Giroux  
Jeanne and Bob Golden  
Dr. Kenneth and Cheryl Gorelick Fund  
Cynthia and Walter Graham, Jr.  
Mary and Pat Grant  
Greater Washington Community Foundation  
Don and Kathleen Greenhouse  
Fred and Judy Gregory  
+ Beth and Dick Gunnell  
Thomas L. Hagner and Linda A. Ulrich-Hagner  
Scott and Annie Hamill  
Hancock Charitable Fund  
Ann Hartmann  
Paul and Susan Harvey  
Hebrew Congregation of Chautauqua  
Elizabeth S. Heisey  
Richard and Karen Heitzenrater  
Nelson and Susan Helm  
Pamela and Bradley Hemminger  
John and D.D. Hendrickson  
Dr. Michael G. and Carol Nobel Hirsch  
Tamara Hodsdon  
Maurita Holland and Roger Chard  
Tim Holland and Tom McCray-Worrall  
Sally and David Hootnick  
Anne Hoyt and Arthur Scavone  
John and Dee Hoyt  
Janet Hyland and Ann Hinkle IBM  
+ David and Norma Ingram  
Sarah and Karen James  
Bill and Angela James  
Johnson & Johnson  
Bob and Selina Johnson  
Dyeanne and Henry Jordan  
Rev. Dr. Xolani and Tamara Kacela  
Jeanette D. Kahlenberg  
Rich and Sally Kalin  
Teresa Kammerman and Jeremy Genovese  
Linda Kardos and Howard Robbins  
Jane and Chaz Kerschner  
The Jennifer and Tim Kingston Family Fund  
David Klahr and Pamela Weiss  
Jerome M. Kobacker Fund of The Columbus Foundation  
Philip and Nancy Kotler Family Foundation of Gulf Coast Community Foundation  
Susie Kuhn  
Lee-Ehni Family Charitable Fund of the Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta  
Blossom Leibowitz  
Ronald and Barbara Leirvik Charitable Fund  
J. Stoner Lichty, Jr. and Darryl L. Raszi, M.D.  
† Ryan Lutz  
Cathy and Jesse Marion  
Sal and Kay Marranca  
Chris and Sue Martin  
Scott and Candace Maxwell  
Bob McClure  
Griff and Pat McDonald  
Susan McKee and Hal Simmons  
Michael and Marjorie Metzger  
Madeline Miles  
Dr. Steve and Mary Gibbs Mitchell  
Michael and Elizabeth Monin  
David and Nancy Moore Family Fund  
Quack and Richard Moore  
Edwin and Emily Morris  
Jo Jo and Tony Muir  
Tom and Mary Mulroy  
Beth and John Munro  
Joseph and Louise Musser  
National Federation of Music Clubs  
Bill and Ellen Neches  
Martha L. Nebes  
Nancy Lee and Albert Nelson  
Wayne and Jill Nelson  
Marilyn and Casey Neuman  
Larry Newman and Luisa Hunnewell Fund  
Cynthia Norton and Eagle Eagle  
Peter and Gwen Norton  
Anne and Steve Odland  
Nancy J. Okstein  
George and Melissa Orlov  
Robert and Barbara Park Fund  
Mike and Judy Patton  
† David and Jill Peckinpaugh
Laura Pedersen
James and Kathy Pender
Bill and Jane Pfiefferkorn
J. Jason Phillips and Sheila Schroeder
Gloria Plevin
Rev. Larry and Linda Poelma
Judith Ann Posner Charitable Trust
Jeff and Chris Potts
Miriam S. Reading and Richard H. Miller
The Reis Foundation, Inc.
Pamela Petre Reis
Neal and Linda Rhoads Charitable Fund of the Foundation for Enhancing Communities
Jane and Connie Ring
Ritts Trust
Lawrence J. and Carol L. Rizzolo Charitable Fund
Philip and Rachel Rogers
Bonnye and Larry Roose
Jon and Pam Rose
Sarah and David Rosen
Rick and Joyce Ross Family Foundation
Steve and Shannon Rozner
Christopher B. Rupp Charitable Fund
Sheri & Kenneth Sacks Philanthropic Fund
Robert Schloss and Emily Sak
Bradley and Nancy Schrader
John and Barbara Schubert
Phyllis Schultz and Matt Gromet
Linda L. Shaw
Michael and Kay Shore
Suzanne Shull
Gail and Peter Silberstein
Dan K. and Linda R. Silverberg II Donor Advised Fund
Harriet R. Simons
Charles J. Smith Trust
Gary and Peg Smith Family Charitable Fund
Katy T. Smith Charitable Gift Fund
Richard Smith
S. Sonja Smith
George and Maggie Snyder
David Solosko and Sandra Kniess
Joan and Bob Spitas
Lynn & Samuel Stahl Family Philanthropic Fund of the San Antonio Area Foundation
Linda Steckley and Peter Weitzel
Ted and Ruth Steegmann
Allen and Margaret Steere
Tom and Susan Stenovec
Daniel and Susan Stern
Milton and Judith Stumpff
Dan and Ann Sullivan
Jay A. Summerville
Swanson-Harbage Giving Fund
Irene and David Tabish
Tebor Family Fund
Dorothy Trefhts and Daniel J. McEvoy
Triskeles Foundation
Walter J. Unger
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Chautauqua
Vacation Properties Realty, Inc.
Caroline Van Kirk Bissell
Daisy Vanderlinde
Miles J. Wallace
Ralph G. Walton, MD
Kitty Warman and Family
Arlene and Michael Weiss
Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Weiss
Drs. Jeanne E. Wiebenga and E. Jane Strinman
John and Margaret Wilbur
Clint and Ellie Wilder
The Wilder Family
Ted and Nancy Wolfe
Susan O. Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Zemsky
HONORARY GIFTS

We gratefully acknowledge contributions made in honor of the following individuals:

Agape House, Inc.
Brad Allenby
The Rev. Drs. Casey and Robert Baggott
Dr. and Mrs. Frank T. Baker
Tracy Lea Barrett
Bill and LaDonna Bates
Nancy E. Bechtolt
Tom and Jane Becker
Charles E. Bestor
Amber Blashak
Don and Sherry Blom
Griffin Brown
Dexter Buell
Betsy Burgeson
Chautauqua Police Department
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra
Chautauqua Woods Crew
Kay Jeanine Childs
Judy Christofferson
Judith Claire
Bill Clinger
Jack Connolly and Peg Barrett
Jean C. Cooper
Virginia H. Cox
Ann Marie and James Cunningham
Gay Didget
Karen and Robert Douds
Paul and Tina Dreisbach
Arthur and Shirley Duffy
Meg Fee
John Garvey
Barbara and Albert Glover

Joseph and Toni Goldfarb
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Goonrey
Elizabeth M. Grady
Robert W. Graves
Don and Kathleen Greenhouse
Joene Grissom
Michael Hearit
Richard P. and Karen L. Heitzenrater
Marc Hersh and Holly Mak
Michael E. Hill and Peter M. Korns
Robert and Carol Hopper
The Horne Children
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Hostetler
Teresa Kammerman
Pam Kanfer
Ron and Brenda Katz
Jim and Judy Kullberg
Deborah Sunya Moore
Meghan Lechner
Rena Samole Leizerman
Wendy Levinson-Winter
Laurie Lindquist
John and Mary Lovelace
Sandra Marshall
Myrtle C. Martin
Holly Martineau
Jack and Yvonne McCredie
Grace and John McKinnon
Joyce C. McKnight
Nicola Melville
Edward J. Metzger
John Milbauer
Rev. Dr. John Morgan

Lenelle D. Morse
Anthony Muir
Michael and Sydney Mullen
Steve and Anne Odland
Mary K. Orians
Mary and Jim Pardo
Jolyon M. Pegis
William and Jane Pfefferkorn
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Pheasant
Norma E. Pollack
Daniel E. Riley
Bishop Gene Robinson
Beth S. Robinson
Patricia Ronnvalle
Sarah and David Rosen
Gerald Rothschild
Maureen Rovegno
Kim G. Ryan
Oz Scogna
James and Mary Anne Singleton
Ann M. Slonaker
Margaret Mercer Steere
Sharon Streletz
Christine and Jim Teat
Albert and Virginia Tener
Richard Turney
Betty Jean Voltmann
Joan Williamson
Thomas N. Wilson, III
Subagh Khalsa
Steve Winter
Susan O. Wood
Bill Word
Gwendolyn H. Zink
MEMORIAL GIFTS

We gratefully acknowledge contributions made in memory of the following individuals:

Lenore Adams
Joanne Gifford Allen
Margaret Anne Trimm Bachus
John T. Bailey
Ted Bailey
Albert C. Barclay, Jr.
James Barge
Alice Ward Benedict
Katy McClure Benefield
Stephen Benson
Harvey Biskin
Robert Skinner Boyd
Polly Bradley
Joanne Gifford Allen
Margaret Anne Trimm Bachus
John T. Bailey
Ted Bailey
Albert C. Barclay, Jr.
James Barge
Alice Ward Benedict
Katy McClure Benefield
Stephen Benson
Harvey Biskin
Robert Skinner Boyd
Polly Bradley
Joan Buerkle
Jack Carpenter
Mary Jane Carpenter
Sebastian Ciancio
Frank and Joan Ciccarelli
Robert James Cimasi
Judy Clinger
Mary Alter Collins
Beverly Jean Fowler Conner
Thelma Cooper
Frank H. Corwin
B. Pauline Cunert
Denise Taft Davidoff
Anne S. Denton
Barry Dietrich
James Dombey
Mary Jo Dudley
David Eddleman
Lindsay Edmunds
Rev. Leland Edward
Dr. George Egri
J. Oscar Emrich
Ms. Marian H. Ertell
Maggie Flowers Ewing
Phillip H. Ezell
Samuel W. Farr
Thomas Feidt
Zelda Feldman
Anita Ferguson
Bernard Floriani, Jr.
Benjamin H. Follansbee
Barbara Fressie
Adele Gandal
Jim Gardner
Richard H. Gibbons
Helen Andrews Gibson
Georgia Gilbert
Suzanne Gilbert
Paul Gluck
Arnold Goldman
Robert Gordon
Patsy Graves
Suzanne Gray
Mary E. Grizanti
Mary Beth Hagamen
Dean Hanby
James A. Hill
Ernest and Ruth Himebauch
Robert and Donna Holland
Betty Horne
Bertil and Stella Hult
Alfreda Irwin
Mary Ellen Ivers
Dorothy M. Jackson
Jared Jacobsen
Robert Jahrling
Lynnette James
Eleanor Jamison
Johannes Jansen
Eleanor W. Johnson
Raymond R. Johnson
Linda Allen Johnson
Scott Johnson
Richard Kahlenberg
Joan Katz
Carole Kayne
Joan Keogh
Barbara Keyser
Ryan Kiblin
Ida Kilpatrick
Joan Kissner
Tilda Klaus
Patricia Klingensmith
Angel Koch
Paul Kornfeldt
Mary Larsen
Lucille Levin
Edith Levine
Jeanette Ludwig
Faith Lytle
Rev. Dr. Bill Lytle
Dr. Peter W. Macky
Kate Malarney
Ellis Marsalis
Edward McCarthy
Mary Conwin McClarran
George William McClure, Jr.
Ms. Ruthann McDonald
Abigail McGuire
Barbara McMillin
James Mead
Jane Mead
Thomas Metzger
Tess Morgan
Lewis Morgan
Richard Moschel
Carol M. Mueller
Doris van Lente Neckers
M. Carl Neckers
Joan Dewese Nelson
Florence Norton
Paul Norton
Laura Nowosieski
Mary Louise Palmer
Rev. Nancy G.W. Parr
Rev. Steve Parr
Ed Paul
Lois Paul
Isabel Pedersen
Elliott Pickens
Louis Pozarny
Louis Pozarny
Mary Lou Ramsey
Harold F. Reed, Jr.
Suzanne Reid
Thurston Reid
Katherine M. Riley
Patricia Robinson
Robert Rodgers
Theodore Ronvalle
Jade Rosales
Miriam Rosenthal
Earl K. Rothfus
Voleria and Edgar Rouse
Thomas H. Rowe
Ruth M. Rubin
Gene Rutkowski
Helen Lorraine Sachse
Ann and Isidor Saslav
Guy Saulino
John C. Schmitt
James M. Seale
Mary Dudley Seale
Wilson and Shirley Shaw
Mary Siegel
Adina L. Smith
Elizabeth Morris Smith
Rebecca Corwin Snider
Dan Snyder
Martha Snyder
George Sommer
Betty A. Stoker
Rev. End Harry L. Stoll
Dorothy Strickland
Maxwell Strickland
Jean Summerville
Rev. Arthur and Helen Swinehart
Jean Szabo
A. Bernard Tager
Carole J. Tager
Nancy Tarascio
Sean Teeter
Albert and Virginia Tener
Dr. Paul Twist
Rev. Dr. Gale Tymeson
Eugene L. Uppena
Rita Van Wie Finger
Beverly Vassey
Robert Vitkowsky
Norman Wain
David Weis
David Weis
Nancy Weiss
Ramon Van Wie Weissbard
Donald J. Welch
Mary Whitaker
Dr. Clyde Wieland
Virginia Wieland
Dent Williamson
Ann Winkelstein
Louise Wolfe
Allen and Elizabeth Wood
Arch K. Wood
Mary Jean Word
John Yoder
Gretchen Schultz
Mary and Frank Zielonis
Richard Zielonis
Betty Zoltowicz
William Zoltowicz
Many companies match employee charitable donations (even if you have retired). Thank you to those who leveraged their company’s matching gift program to double or, in some cases, even triple the impact of their contribution. To see if your company has a matching gift program, check with your employer’s Human Resource/ Personnel office.

In 2020, Chautauqua received $56,065 in matching gifts from 26 different companies and foundations. Generous matches were provided by the following organizations.

AARP  
Bank of America  
Battelle Always Giving Program  
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Foundation  
The Boeing Company  
Chevron  
CME Group Community Foundation  
The Frances L. & Edwin L. Cummings Memorial Fund  
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation  
ExxonMobil Foundation  
Gartner, Inc.  
General Electric Foundation  
Google  
IBM  
Indeed, Inc.  
Johnson & Johnson  
The Lubrizol Foundation  
McKinsey & Company  
Medtronic Philanthropy  
Merck  
Netflix  
Pfizer  
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation  
The Rockefeller Foundation  
Thrivent Financial For Lutherans Foundation  
UBS Foundation
We extend our deepest gratitude to all those who have advocated on behalf of Chautauqua over the past year. Your leadership, faith, persistence, love and care are appreciated more than you could ever know.

**Chautauqua Institution Board of Trustees**
- Candace L. Maxwell
- Marnette Perry
- Christine Nairne Brueschke
- Hugh A. Butler
- Judith Claire
- Helene D. Gayle
- Nancy Gibbs
- Izumi Hara
- John Haughton
- Terrance N. Horner, Jr.
- Bob Jeffrey
- Kyle Keogh
- James M. Klingensmith, Sc.D.
- Nancy E. Kyler
- Anita Lin
- Sarah Hagen McWilliams
- Michael D. Metzger
- William H. Neches, M.D.
- Richard J. Osborne
- David Peckinpaugh
- Sheila Penrose
- Larry D. Thompson
- Dorothy E. Trefts
- Richard R. Wade

**Chautauqua Foundation Board of Directors**
- Timothy Renjilian
- David Anderson
- Andrew L. Camden
- Lauren Rich Fine
- Charles S. Gamble
- Karen J. Goodell
- John Haughton
- Michael E. Hill
- William M. James
- Nancy E. Kyler
- Craig Marthinsen
- Anne Odland
- Anne Hoyt Scavone
- Sheila Schroeder
- George T. Snyder
- Richard R. Wade
- Stephen J. Zanczak

**President’s Outreach Committee**
- David W. Anderson
- Laura A. Cumie
- William A. Currin
- Karen A. Goodell
- Craig Marthinsen
- Steven W. Percy
- Marnette Perry
- Anne Hoyt Scavone

**Chautauqua Fund Volunteers**
- Debbie Currin
- William Currin
- Mark Altschuler
- Chris Anderson
- Nancy Bargar
- Bill Bates
- Evie Berger
- Kathy Birkett
- Rick Birkett
- Don Blom
- Dave Bower
- Diana Bower
- Peter Brodhead
- Ellie Brodhead
- Andrew Camden
- Kathy Clingan
- Bijou Clinger-Miller
- Roger Conner
- Jack Connolly
- Katie Cooke
- Bill Cooper
- Pat Curley
- Chris Dahlie
- Kelly Dawson
- Becky Denton
- Charlie Denton
- Pat Grant
- Barbara Halpern
- Ellen Harmon
- John Hartman
- John Haughton
- Jennifer Haughton
- Alice Hood
- Annie Howell
- Norma Ingram
- Dyeann Jordan
- Henry Jordan
- Kyle Keogh
- Susie Kuhn
- Nancy Kyler
- Todd Lind
- Alison Marthinsen
- Susan McKee
- Carol McKiernan
- Bob McKiernan

**Planned Giving Committee**
- Ben Benedict
- Andrew Camden
- Jack Connolly
- Courtney Curatolo
- Laura Currie
- Sylvia Fause
- Susan Laubach
- Bethanne Snodgrass
- Ben Sorensen
- Melissa Tannery

**NOW Generation Advisory Council**
- Russell Bermel
- Tally Bevis
- Jakob Dobrowski
- Kate Groninger
- Will McEvoy
- Mhoire Murphy
- Carrie Oliver Zachry
- Matt Rogers
- Tim Smeal
- Amanda Steere

Greg Miller
Anthony Muir
Sara Muir
Laurie Nassif
Ruth Nelson
Mike O’Brien
Elysha O’Brien
Anne Odland
Mary Lou Parlato
Richard Parlato
Joe Patton
Susan Patton
Pete Pedersen III
Sam Price Jr.
Maureen Rovegno
Jim Rovegno
Shannon Rozner
Steve Rozner
Amy Schiller
Brad Schrader
Nancy Schrader
Sheila Schroeder
Hal Simmons
Tim Smeal
Jim Smith
George Snyder
Dede Trefis
Melissa Uber
Nancy Waasdorp
Susy Warren
2020 CHAUTAUQUA FUND DONORS

THE BESTOR SOCIETY

The Bestor Society recognizes those who made an annual commitment of $5,000 or more to the 2020 Chautauqua Fund. These leadership gifts help sustain the delivery of the Chautauqua experience at the highest quality, inspire others to acts of similar generosity and underscore a commitment to the unparalleled, intergenerational experience that is Chautauqua … where the artistic, intellectual, and spiritual energies of presenters and patrons alike combine to create a genuine community dedicated to the best of human values.

THE PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE

$50,000+
Edward L. Anderson, Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Margaret Clarkson and George Heintzelman
Jack Connolly
Erie Insurance Group

The Patron Club

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous (2)
Adele M. Thomas Charitable Foundation, Inc.

The Benefactor Club

$25,000–$49,999
Nan and Brett Altman
Penny Bank
Kathy and James Braham
Chautauqua Dance Circle
The Winifred C. Dibert Foundation, Inc.
Elise M. Besthoff Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Barbara and Peter Georgescu
Roe Green
Thomas B. Hagen
Izumi Hara and David Koschik
M. Cathy Nowosielski, MD and Jeffrey N. Lutz
New York State Council on the Arts
Sheila Penrose and Ernie Mahaffey
Steve and Polly Percy
Ralph C. Sheldon Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Smucker
Sutton Trust
Mark and Patt Suwyn
The Hultquist Foundation, Inc.
Town of Chautauqua
Susan and John Turben Foundation
VACI Partners
The Watters Family
Christina and Scott Worley

The Bestor Society

recognizes those who made an annual commitment of $5,000 or more to the 2020 Chautauqua Fund. These leadership gifts help sustain the delivery of the Chautauqua experience at the highest quality, inspire others to acts of similar generosity and underscore a commitment to the unparalleled, intergenerational experience that is Chautauqua … where the artistic, intellectual, and spiritual energies of presenters and patrons alike combine to create a genuine community dedicated to the best of human values.
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The Lenna Foundation
Cindy and Francis Letro
Kathryn Lincoln and
Christopher Perez
Lippman Kanfer Family
Foundation
Kay Hardesty Logan
Foundation
Stan and Sara Lundine
Christopher Lytle
M&T Bank
M.L.E. Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McConnon
Yvonne and Jack McCredie
John and Grace McKinnon
Advised Fund
John and Cathy Milos
Patrick and Amy Mullin Family
Fund
Fred and Lynn Muto
Charitable Fund
The Nicolai Family Charitable
Fund
M.L.E. Foundation
Richard J. Osborne
The Mary and James Pardo
Charitable Gift Fund
Pauline Beamer Pickens Trust
Carl and Pat Pegels
Mary and Bob Pickens
Av and Janet Posner
Raskind Family Fund
The Reeve Family
Renjilian Family Fund
Charles and Marcia Ross
Alice and Michael Rudell
Russell L. Schetroma Fund
Mark and Ali Russell
The Carter Smith Family
* The Strnad Family Fund
Lowell and Rebecca Strohl
and Family
George and Marianne Strother
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Suhr, Jr.
Howard Tager and the Tager
Family
Steve and Pat Telkins
The Children’s Guild
Foundation
The Jessie Smith Darrah Fund
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Thomas
Edward and Melanie Voboril
Katherine Karlake White
W. Jane Foster and Arthur S.
Willson
Harvey and Carole Wolsh
Steve Zenczak and Pat
Feighan

**The Sponsor Club**
$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous (3)
Sophie Albrecht
Sean and Jill Alexander
Bakken Family WRC
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Bailey
The Barnard Charitable Giving
Fund
William and LaDonna Bates
and Family
Battelle Always Giving Program
Patricia S. Beagle
Nancy C. Bechtolt
Tom and Jane Becker
Charitable Gift Fund
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Dave and Lauren Benson
Stephen and Edith Benson
Evie and Stacey Berger
Donald and Sharon Blom
Jeffery and Caroline
Blydenburgh
Susan and Fran Bonsignore
Rick and Sue Bosland
Mary Boyle and Ted Arnn
Bill and Persephone Braham
Barbara Britton and DeDe
Hughes
Ernest G. and Patricia M.
Brown
Sarah and Frank Brown
Susan and Jim Budros
John W. and Anne Staples
Burden
Byham Charitable Foundation
The Byham Family
Andrew L. and Gayle Shaw
Camden
Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell
and Rev. Dr. Albert M.
Pennybacker
The Caplice Family Charitable
Fund
Carlson Family Trust
William Freyd and Diane M.
Carlson
Dr. Paul E. Cawein
Chandler-Shreve Family
Fund of the Community
Foundation of New Jersey
Charles J. Smith Trust
County of Chautauqua
Industrial Dev. Agency
Chautauqua Women’s Club,
Inc.
Cathy and Bert Clark
The Honorable William F.
Clinger
Lawrence and Luann Cohen
Janet Chapman and Nancy
Colalillo
* John and Linda Creech
Kevin and Karen Crowder
* Mr. and Mrs. John C. Crowley
Barbara and John Cummings
James and Ann-Marie
Cunningham
Mary and Dave Davenport
Karen and David Davenport
Jo Ann Deblinger
Charles and Rebecca Denton
Bree Dietly
+ Steve and Susan Drabant
Shirley and Art Duffy
Paul and Sally Dumire
Craig and Sarah Dyer-Dana
William L. Edwards
Doug and Florida Ellis
Gail Fellus
Barbara R. Foorman
Fradin Silberstein Foundation
Estate of Dr. and Mrs. Myron
B. Franks
Lisa French
Davis and Jean Fulkerson
Lorraine and Charles Gandy
+ Helene Gayle
Victor & Joan M. Gelb
Philanthropic Fund
Dr. Marc Geller
General Electric Foundation
* Nancy Gibbs and Waits May
Marjorie Gingell
Jeanne and Bob Golden
Karen and Tim Goodell
Dr. Kenneth and Cheryl
Gorelick Fund
Cynthia and Walter Graham, Jr.
Mary and Pat Grant
Greater Washington
Community Foundation
Blue and Kitty Greenberg
Don and Kathleen
Greenhouse
Fred and Judy Gregory
Phyllis Schultz and Matt
Gromet
+ Beth and Dick Gunnell
Bonnie and Jim Gwin
Becky and Fred K. Habenicht,
Jr.
Thomas L. Hagner and Linda
A. Ulrich-Hagner
* ‡Scott and Annie Hamill
Susan McKee and Hal Simmons
Bob McClure
Scott and Candace Maxwell
Chris and Sue Martin
Alison and Craig Marthinsen
Sal and Kay Marranca
Cathy and Jesse Marion
Dale and Mary Lyndall
James H. Lynch, Jr.
‡Ryan Lutz
J. Stoner Lichty, Jr.
Ronald and Barbara Leirvik
Blossom Leibowitz
Lee-Ehni Family Charitable Fund
Robert and Susan Laubach
Judy and Jim Kullberg
Susie Kuhn
Philip and Nancy Kotler Family Fund
Jerome M. Kobacker Fund of David Klahr and Pamela Weiss
The Jennifer and Tim Kingston Family Fund
Linda Kardos and Howard Robbins
The Rockefeller Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Zemsky

Hancock Charitable Fund
Swanson-Harbage Giving Fund
Dan Hartmann
Paul and Susan Harvey
Terrie Vaile Hauck
Samuel and Margaret Hazlett
Hebrew Congregation of Chautauqua
Elizabeth S. Heisey
Nelson and Susan Helm
Pamela and Bradley Hemminger
John and D.D. Hendrickson
Michael E. Hill and Peter M. Korns
Dr. Michael G. and Carol Nobel Hirsh
Maurita Holland and Roger Chard
Tim Holland and Tom McCray-Worrall
Sally and David Hootnick
John and Dee Hoyt
Janet Hyland and Ann Hinkle
David and Norma Ingram
Sarah and Karen James
Bill and Angela James
Johnson & Johnson
Bob and Selina Johnson
Dyeann and Henry Jordan
Jeanette D. Kahlenberg
Rich and Sally Kalin
Teresa Kamberman and Jeremy Genovese
Michael and Marjorie Metzger
Madeline Miles
Miriam S. Reading and Richard H. Miller
Dr. Steve and Mary Gibbs
Mitchell
Michael and Elizabeth Monin
David and Nancy Moore
Family Fund
Quack and Richard Moore
Edwin and Emily Morris
Jo Jo and Tony Muir
Tom and Mary Mulroy
Beth and John Munro
Joseph and Louise Musser
National Federation of Music Clubs
Bill and Ellen Neches
Martha L. Neebes
Wayne and Jill Nelson
Marilyn and Casey Neuman
Larry Newman and Luisa Hunnewell Fund
Joanna and Kenneth Nilsen
Sandy and Margery Nobel
Cynthia Norton and Eagle Eagle
Peter and Gwen Norton
Anne and Steve Odland
Nancy J. Okstein
George and Melissa Orlov
Robert and Barbara Park Fund
Mike and Judy Patton
David and Jill Peckinspaugh
Laura Pedersen
James and Kathy Pender
Bill and Jane Pefferkorn
J. Jason Phillips and Sheila Schroeder
Gloria Plevin
Rev. Larry and Linda Poelma
Judith Ann Posner Charitable Trust
Jeff and Chris Potts
Jennifer G. and Boris E. Rapoport Philanthropic Fund
The Reis Foundation, Inc.
Pamela Petre Reis
Neal and Linda Rhodes Charitable Fund of the Foundation for Greater Atlanta
Blossom Leibowitz
Ronald and Barbara Leirvik Charitable Fund
J. Stoner Lichly, Jr.
*†Ryan Lutz
James H. Lynch, Jr.
Dale and Mary Lyndall
Marc Hersh and Holly Mak
Cathy and Jesse Marion
Sal and Kay Marranca
Alison and Craig Marthinsen
Chris and Sue Martin
Scott and Candace Maxwell
Bob McClure
Susan McKee and Hal Simmons
+ Sheri & Kenneth Sacks
Philanthropic Fund
Anne Hoyt and Arthur Scavone
Robert Schloss and Emily Sack
Newton B. Schott, Jr. and Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Bradley and Nancy Schrader
John and Barbara Schubert
Nikki and Brian Selden
Shaffer Family Fund
Linda L. Shaw
Michael and Kay Shore
Suzanne Shull
Gail and Peter Silberstein
Dan K. and Linda R. Silverberg II Donor Advised Fund
Harriet R. Simons
Gary and Peg Smith Family Charitable Fund
Katy T. Smith Charitable Gift Fund
Richard Smith
S. Sonija Smith
George and Maggie Snyder
David Solosko and Sandra Kniess
Joan and Bob Spiritas
Lynn & Samuel Stahl Family Philanthropic Fund of the San Antonio Area Foundation
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
Linda Steckley and Peter Weitzel
Ted and Ruth Steegmann
Allen and Margaret Steere
Tom and Susan Stenovac
Daniel and Susan Stern
Drs. Jeanne E. Weibenga and E. Jane Stirniman
Kendall Crollis and Stephen Stout
Milton and Judith Stumpff
Dan and Ann Sullivan
Jay A. Summerville
Tebor Family Fund
The Rockefeller Foundation
Dorothea Trefts and Daniel J. McEvoy
Triskies Foundation
Walter J. Unger
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Chautauqua
Vacation Properties Realty, Inc.
Caroline Van Kirk Bissell
Daisy Vanderlinde
Nancy Waasdom
Miles J. Wallace
Ralph G. Walton, MD
Kitty Warman and Family
Arlene and Michael Weiss
Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Weiss
John and Margaret Wilbur
Clint and Ellie Wilder
The Wilder Family Foundation
Ted and Nancy Wolfe
Susan O. Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Zemsky
The 1874 Society recognizes donors who generously honored Chautauqua’s legacy with leadership gifts to the 2020 Chautauqua Fund in the amount of $1,874–$4,999. The commitment made by members of this society, named for the year of the Institution’s founding, is critical to supporting the depth and quality of programming that we all enjoy, and helps provide vital resources necessary for annual operations.

1874 Society — Fellows
$3,500–$4,999
Dr. Robert K. Alico
Stephen N. and Barbara F. Anderson
Nancy G. Bargar
Constance M. Barton
Mary H. Blair
The Brueschke Family Charitable Fund
Bob and Monte Campbell
Chautauqua Sports Club
Chautauqua-Cattaraugus Library System
Judith S. Claire and Robert W. Van Every
Paul and Judy Collyer
* Thelma and William F. Cooper
* Irene Cramer and Steven Goldberg
The James L. and Ann Q. Curry Family Fund

Frank T. and Mary D. Baker Family Charitable Fund
of the Lutheran Funds of InFaith Community Foundation
Kathleen Barksdale
Drs. David Barnes and Elizabeth Babcox
Steven and Nancy Bass
Robert and Joan Battaglin
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Foundation
Priscilla and J.J. Bennett
Elizabeth Nickeson Bilus
Benjamin Blaney
Blemaster Family Charitable Fund
Bela Blumenthal
John and Marilyn Boswell
David C. and Juanell N. Boyd
Marilyn M. Brennan
Peter and Ellie Brodhead
* Jane Buch
Mary Bucher
Albert and Anne Burgunder Fund
The Camahan-Jackson Foundation
Sharon Castle and Dana Pless
Janet Chapman
Chautauqua Region Community Foundation
Craig Chestack and Ellen Sterman
* Dr. James J. and Carol A. Chimento
Geoff and Kathie Church
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas O. Clingan
Mark Cohen and Miriam Vishny
¶Marc Collins
Roger and Suzy Conner
Dawn Lee Cooke Family Donor Advised Fund
Virginia H. Cox
Laura Crary
Mary Crotty and Daniel Livingstone
The Frances L. & Edwin L. Cummings Memorial Fund
Laura Davis
Hon. Carolyn E. Demarest and Mr. William R. Gold
DFT Communications
Ronald and Susan Diner Philanthropic Fund
Wayne and Susan Disbrow
Carol Hershey Durell
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Renee Evans
Trish and Matt Ewalt
Jon Ewell
ExxonMobil Foundation

The Filson Family Charitable Fund
Jane and James Finley
Linda C. Fisher
Lynne Rogerson and Jim Fleischmann
Susan and Bill Follansbee
Kathryn A. and John Ford
Jennifer and Kent Francois
Milton and Suzanne Fromson
Special Purpose Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Eric Gerde
Stephen E. Glinick and Elizabeth A. Welch
Wayne A. Gnatuk
* Gary and Kim Goranson
Dr. and Mrs. Robert W. Graebner
George and Cecelia Grasser
Joseph and Nina Greenberg
Gary, Julie, Siddy and Maddy Greenstein
Diane and Jon Gren
Dr. and Mrs. Bartley Griffith
William Habenicht
Arlene Hajnlian
John and Patricia Hanson
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Heintzelman
Richard and Karen Heitzenrater
John and Leslie Herman
Herman Family
Erica and William Higbie
Dr. and Mrs. Curtis Holmes
Jim and Susan Hooker
John Hooper and Gail Pesyna
* Terrance N. Horner, Jr.
Karen and David Horton
Carolyn and Michael Hoyt
Patricia Hyer
Robert Ivers
Juanita Wallace and John Arter Jackson
Joseph Jackson
Barbara and Walter Jones
Richard and Grace Karschner
Lawrence and Gail Kavanaugh
* Walter Keith
Dale and Karen Kilhefner
Bob and Mary Etta King
Suzanne and Thad King
Michael D. Kiley
William R. and Carole Laubscher
Jessie and Ben Lazarus
Judith Alison Lee
Lesser Family Charitable Fund
David Levine and Maggie Bailey
Emma and Jay Lewis
Lisa Lising and Ed Orris
Fred and Pearl Livingstone
Joe and Lois LoConti

1874 Society — Members
$1,874–$3,499
Anonymous (6)
Morton and Natalie Abramson
Jeff and Lynda Acker
Leslie and Beth Adler
Howard and Peg Alex Alumni Association of the CLSC
Robin Leigh Anderson
Bruce and Beth Archibald
Raymond and Elaine Arciszewski
Sherry and Jim Babcock
Sebastian and Krystene Baggiano

The Erroll & Elaine Davis Charitable Gift Foundation of the Ayco Charitable Foundation
Carol and Sandy Dohen
Sylvia M. Faust
* The Scott A. Fine Family Fund
Diane and Marty Friedman
Robert Henry and Dawn Gillian
Joseph and Toni Goldfarb
Donald and Terriann Hilbinger
IBM
Ruth A. Irwin
* Jim and Jamie Jamison
Kern Family Foundation
Steve and Barb Landay
Bonnie M. Lincoln
Walter and Nancy McClure Griff and Pat McDonald
+ Carol and Bob McKiernan
Sarah and Everett McLaren
Ian and Liz Miller Charitable Fund
Cooper and Richard Munroe
Ruth Nelson
Sandie and Kevin Nicholson
Marian and Jim Patterson
Pepsi-Cola
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel P. Price, Jr.
The Rait Family
Sekhar and Lisa Ramaswamy
John and Cathy Rathmell
Mel and Bonnie Rittner
Josette and Ron Rolley
William and Carol Schaal
Sallie J. Sherman
Sline-Melhuish and Company
The Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation Inc.
+ David P. Thomas and Marianne J. Egri
Subagh Khalsa and Linda Winkelstern
Sally L. Wissel
* Fred Zirm and Robin Lewis

1874 Society — Members
$1,874–$3,499
Anonymous (6)
Morton and Natalie Abramson
Jeff and Lynda Acker
Leslie and Beth Adler
Howard and Peg Alex Alumni Association of the CLSC
Robin Leigh Anderson
Bruce and Beth Archibald
Raymond and Elaine Arciszewski
Sherry and Jim Babcock
Sebastian and Krystene Baggiano

The Erroll & Elaine Davis Charitable Gift Foundation of the Ayco Charitable Foundation
Carol and Sandy Dohen
Sylvia M. Faust
* The Scott A. Fine Family Fund
Diane and Marty Friedman
Robert Henry and Dawn Gillian
Joseph and Toni Goldfarb
Donald and Terriann Hilbinger
IBM
Ruth A. Irwin
* Jim and Jamie Jamison
Kern Family Foundation
Steve and Barb Landay
Bonnie M. Lincoln
Walter and Nancy McClure Griff and Pat McDonald
+ Carol and Bob McKiernan
Sarah and Everett McLaren
Ian and Liz Miller Charitable Fund
Cooper and Richard Munroe
Ruth Nelson
Sandie and Kevin Nicholson
Marian and Jim Patterson
Pepsi-Cola
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel P. Price, Jr.
The Rait Family
Sekhar and Lisa Ramaswamy
John and Cathy Rathmell
Mel and Bonnie Rittner
Josette and Ron Rolley
William and Carol Schaal
Sallie J. Sherman
Sline-Melhuish and Company
The Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation Inc.
+ David P. Thomas and Marianne J. Egri
Subagh Khalsa and Linda Winkelstern
Sally L. Wissel
* Fred Zirm and Robin Lewis
Dick and Judy Loveless
Linda & Saul Ludwig
Phlanthropic Fund
* Stephen and Betsy Bechtolt
Magley
Betsy and Will Martin
Susan and Michael McCabe

Anne Putnam Mallinson Trust
Hollister A. Reid
Fred B. Rice and Sarah J. Hughes
Robin and Mark Robbins
Maureen and James Rovegno
Greg and Louisa Rutman

Brian and Deborah Moore
Kushmaul
Irene and David Tabish
Hugh and Marty Talton
Chris and Jim Teat
Sharon Thawley
Steve Allen and Caroline Thompson
Steven and Gwen Tigner
Ms. Beatrice C. Treat
Marguerite and Scott Tremelin
Angela M. Twist
UBS Foundation
Betsy Vance
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Viehe
Susan Warren
Michael and Paula Weatherby
Cole Werble and Katherine Menz-Werble
Marcia Wexberg and Kenneth Singer
Warren and Judy Williams
Kathy and Brian Williams
Ann P. Winkelstein
Scott K. Wright and Carla Wright-Picardo
Caroline Young
Tom and Gwen Zink
Burt and Sandi Zucker
Philanthropic Fund
Barbara Zuegel

Judith Messing
Paul and Debbie Meyers
Bijou and Greg Miller
R. James Miller and C.L. Schelhas-Miller
Mark Minnerly
Jim and Judy Moffitt
Mary Anne Morefield
Bob Munroe and Jenny Baker
Wendy Munroe and Andrew Stout
Karen and Richard Munson
George E. and Susan Moran Murphy
Cynthia Adamson Murray
* Alan and Linda Nelson
The Nelson Family Charitable Fund
Candy Neville and Robert Scanlon
Cherie Neville
Tom Nichols and Dan Chadburn Charitable Fund
Dr. David C. S. Nickeson
Tom and Marilynn Oelsner
* Noreen Ondrusko
Carolyn Otto
The Orchard Family Fund
Jill Penrose Smith and Michael Smith
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Edna Posner

†Natalie Sammarco
+ Bonnie Reed and Stuart Schlossberg
Barbara F. Schmitt
Rochelle Granat and Rhoda Schulzinger
Stephen Schwartz
Susan and Craig Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Selden
Gary and Kathy Shomo
Elaine Short
Charles E. and Penelope R. Shuman Philanthropic Fund
Mike Simon and Nancy Sohn
Patti and Greg Skoda
Ann M. Slonaker
O. Darwin and Myra N. Smith Fund of The Dallas Foundation
Blake Howard and Jono Smith
Dr. Bethanne Snodgrass
Jack and Barbara Sobel
Andrew and Michele Sokolski
Merritt H. and David S. Spier Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
Annette and Joseph Sterman Philanthropic Fund
Tim and Jenny Stittely
Lydia Strohl and Eric, Kendra, Christopher and Cade Riddleberger

The Platform Club
$1,000–$1,873
Anonymous (6)
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* Susan Becka Barnicoat
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Dr. and Mrs. Harry F. Bartels
Jennifer, Douglas and Adelaide Bates
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Richard and Michele Decker
Deacon Ray and Patricia Best
Defendorf
†Wes and Lori DeLancey
Sheila Denion and Thomas Eysmans
William G. DeWitt
Margaret P. Dietly
Sylvia Dietrich
Ann and Dan Dimicco
*‡Alexandra Price Doggett and Andrew Doggett
†Christine Doolittle
Karen Douglas
* Jim and Marcia Downey
Nita Downey
Julie and Jeff Drake
Joan F. Drudi
Alice and Philip DuBon
Timothy Dudley
Clark and Renze Duncan
Gregory Duncan
Mary Kay Dunmire
Joseph Easley
Edward Easton
Mary Ann Ebert
Edge Mann Family Charitable Fund
Cristina and Randle Egbert
Gary Eiben
Marilyn and Marvin Eichner
Lisa and Joel Elliot
†Shannon Emley
Richard and Elizabeth Epstein
Richard and Lisa Erickson
Denise and Bruce Erteill
Georgann Eubanks and Donna Campbell
Carolyn and James Evans
Janet H. Evans
Martha B. Everhart
Nancy Fabrizio
James C. Fallor
Pat and Steve Faivre
Si Farber Charitable Fund
Carole M. Fedorka
Charles T. and Mary Brown Fee
Marta Fernandez
Susan Figge
Annette Fine
‡ Amy E. and Bill Finnerty
Jim and Karen Fleece
†Emily Follansbee
Ruth Foltz
Lee R. Forker, Jr.
Pamela E. Forker
Beth Forrester
Charlie and May Fox
Elizabeth Frederick
Norma Freeberg
Steve and Ginny Freid
Carol S. Friel
Friends of Tiferet
Alberta Frost
Don L. and Mary Ann Frue
Jim and Linda Fryer
G.L. Olson, Inc.
*‡Brigid and Susan Gallagher
Ann and Philip Gallant
Rev. Leo J. Gallina
Garfunkel-D’Agostino Giving Fund
Thomas Gelwicks
Elizabeth Gemmill
Dr. J.T. Geneczko and Janet Hortin
Joseph A. Gerace
Bill and Nancy Gerdes
Allen and Margaret Gibboney
Christopher and Helena Gibbs
Joe Gillespie
Owen and Audrey Gillick
Gladson, Wendy
Dr. Drucy Borowitz and Dr. Philip Glick
* Albert and Barbara Glover
* Mr. and Mrs. Brian C. Goehring
Charles and Norma Goldman
Syd and Ann Goldsmith
Michael B. and Irma B.
Goldstein
Gondree Family Fund at the Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo
Barbara and Paul Goodman
Susan Gordon
Judy and Travis Gordon
Ken and Laura Gormley
John and Sharon Grace
Ann B. Graf
Shirley and Arthur Grant
Pam Gray
Nelda Greene
Madison Greenstein
* Tom and Carol Greetham
La Neil Gregory
Ken and Nancy Greulich
Gridley Family Charitable Fund
Mr. David A. Griffith
Glennyc and Michael Grindstaff
Nancy Grogan
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Grzymala
Ann Guhman
Ina Gurman
Lindy Gottman
Noel M. Gottman
Bernie and Carole Haas
Suzan Habachy
Helen Habenicht
Dan Rothermel and Michael Hairson
Nancy and Bruce Hall
Kendall Charitable Giving Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Hailer
Arnold and Barbara Halpern
Grace and Jack Hand
Benjamin Handen and Dianna Plow
Denise Hanlon and John Amershadian
Eileen Hanneman
Mr. and Mrs. E. Michael Hansen
Pastor Jean M. Hansen
Judy Hanson
R. Mark and Cynthia Lind Hanson
Carol and John Hardenburg
Judy Hardy
Phil and Twyla Harp
Harper Family Charitable Fund
Steven and Janet Harris
Susan Haseltine
Susan Hatch
Joanna Hayes
Pam Hayes
Carol Hayes-Christiansen
Alma Hays
* Elisabeth and Michael Healey
Carol Hebert
Bob and Kathy Heimann
Krista Heins
The Heise Family
Rev. W. Drew and Mrs. Susan Heitzenrater
James D. Held
* Robert and Jane Herman
Daniel Hermann
Heidi Hershberger
Sharon Hershey
Robert Hervey
Nancy Hexter
Alan and Margaret Hill
Charitable Fund
Dave F. Hill and Susan Hohn Hill
Nancy Hillenbrand
Kevin Hillery
Germaine Hillmer
Hans Himelein
Dede and Howard Hirsch
Stephen and Susan Hirsch
Carol and Bill Hoffmann
* Lynne Hokanson
Harriet Holleman
Barbara Horch and William Cross
Vince and Barb Horrigan
Sally and John Houck
Jim Howard and Riko Chandra
Lauren Hoyt and Nora Landon
Mark Hrabe
* Jim And Mary Jane Hubbard
Richard and Linda Hull
Alice Hummer
Rev. and Mrs. John Hunter
Diane Hussey
Andrew and Susan Krembs
Indiana Federation of Music Clubs
Elenore and Earl Jackson
Carrie and Jeffrey Jacobus
Christine and David James
Elizabeth Janthey
Bruce Jenkins
David W. and Nancy P. Johnson
James and Kathy Johnson
Joe and Jan Johnson
Joseph M. Johnson
* Nan Johnson
Samuel J. Johnson
Darlyne Johnston
Ann and Bill Jones
Helen A. Jones
+ Beth Junker and Michael Thien
Phillip Kades
Robert and Cindy Kaemmerer
Lucinda Kahler
Abby Kaighin
The Rev. James Kane
Jonathan and Ann Axtell Kanter
Bob and Pam Karslake
* Jacqueline and Lawrence Katz
* Lois I. Kaufman Cornell
Judy and Dan Kaufman
* Bruce and Mary Urban-Keary
Thomas Keenan
Kathleen Keenan-Takagi
Sarah Kellam
Saralynn Keller
Daniel Kelley
David Kelso
Jane Kennedy
* Sue and Jerry Keppel
Jean and Bob Kerns
James Kerr-Whitt
Patricia Killewald
Edward and Faith Waters-Kimes
Dennis G. King, Esq
Linda and Peter King
Carol Kinsley
Judy O. Kirk Charitable Fund
Mary and Don Kirwan
* Joe and Jennifer Klimchak
James M. and Linda K. Klingensmith
* Barbara Klingman
* Harry and Amy Klodowski
* Robert and Susan Knisely
Barbara Koch
* Cesca and Mike Koron and Family
Chuck and Peggy Korte
* William and Lindsay Reading Korth
The Harvey and Katherine Kowaloff Charitable Fund
Andrew and Susan Krembs
Shirley Kreutzfeldt
Diane A. Kropf
Tom and Linda Krueger
Betty and Warren Kuehner
Christine Kunz
Penny and David Kurtz
Gary Landrus
Jim and Cathy Lathrop
Janet Lavine
Esther Layton
Beth Lechner
Nora and Art Leibold
Andrew Lengel
Canta Pian and Michael Lent
Billy J. Leone
Stephen and Christine Lessels
Barry Levene
Joel and Shirley Levine
Bernard and Patia Lieberman
Kim and Jim Lifton
Gary Lilly
* Susie and Cary Lindsay
Brooke Lindsley
Elizabeth Lingg
Jocelyn and Gordon Linke
Richard B. Lipman
+ Jodi Lipson and Larry Groner
Chris and Tom Loftus
Katherine J. Logan
Jim and Dayle Loutzenisier
Fletcher and Mary Frances Lowe
Carol Ludemann
Susan Luss
Andrew Nelson Lutz
Cindy Lynch
Deborah Lynch
Henry Lyons
Mike and Barb Lyons
Margot Mabie
Helen Macdonald
Donald MacPherson
Gregory and Kathryn Madej
†Magoon Family
Jean A. Major
* Gerald and Mary Maki
Rosemarta Makowski
* Aili A. Makuch
Jim and Cindy Mando
Polly and Rick Marabito
Phyllis M. Margrey
Carroll Marino
Erica and Gary Martin
Frank and Charlie Martin
Hei-Ja Martin
Myrtle Martin
Stephen Martin
Rev. David and Barbara Matthews
Don and Carolyn Maunz
E. Carol Maxwell
Mike and Judy Mayer
Michael and Julie Mayer
Randy Fox and Anne Mc Ardle Fox
Thomas McBride
Harry Spencer McClarran
Catherine McCrum
Kit McDonough
The Cornelius Fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation
John McDowell
Richard McFall
Jack and Mary Pat McFarland
Mike and Emilie McGee
Dianne and Craig Mckee
Michelle McKenna and Patric Bernuth
Dr. and Mrs. Erin A. McKinley
Oriana McKinnon
McKinsey & Company
Ann McLaughlin
Gamer and Louise McNett
Donald and Linda McPherson
Ann Mechling
Medtronic Philanthropy
Nicole Melander
Nancie S. Merlino
Tracy and Karen Merrick
Richard and Cathy Mester
Bruce Mick
William Milam
Rossen Milanov
Janet Miller
Naomi Miller
Sandra H. Miller
Joel and Beth Minnigh
Mrs. Susan Mintz
Kathy C. Mizgalski
† Kyle and Aaricka Oliver
‡ Kyle and Aaricka Oliver
* Cap. Tim Oliver, USN, Retired
* Betty and Gordon Orson
Rosalyn Ominsky and David Sachs
‡Alexander Orlov
* Katrina Orlov
Peggy M. Osborne
Steven Osgood
Mimi Osiason
Michael Pacyna
Marilyn Muleski
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Munella
Matthew Murphy
Rev. Dr. Richard and Beth Myers
Michael E. Nagel
Joseph and Barbara Nahra
Cathy Negrel
Thomas Nellis
Betty C. Nelson Pfohl
Donald L. Nelson
Jane Nelson
Netflix
Charlene and Marv Nevans
Susan Crooks Neville
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin E. Nevin, Jr.
Dr. Don and Rev. Sharon Nichols
Alvin and Helen Nienow
Maegen Gandy Nix
Michael Nolan
Margery Norris
Rebecca L. Norris
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Northman
Susan D. Nusbaum
Jerome R. and Louise Gillick O’Dell
James and Veronica O’Donnell
‡ Kyle and Aaricka Oliver
* Capt. Tim Oliver, USN, Retired
* Betty and Gordon Orson
Rosalyn Ominsky and David Sachs
‡Alexander Orlov
* Katrina Orlov
Peggy M. Osborne
Steven Osgood
Mimi Osiason
Michael Pacyna
Marilyn Muleski
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Munella
Matthew Murphy
Rev. Dr. Richard and Beth Myers
Michael E. Nagel
Joseph and Barbara Nahra
Cathy Negrel
Thomas Nellis
Betty C. Nelson Pfohl
Donald L. Nelson
Jane Nelson
Netflix
Charlene and Marv Nevans
Susan Crooks Neville
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin E. Nevin, Jr.
Dr. Don and Rev. Sharon Nichols
Alvin and Helen Nienow
Maegen Gandy Nix
Michael Nolan
Margery Norris
Rebecca L. Norris
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Northman
Susan D. Nusbaum
Jerome R. and Louise Gillick O’Dell
James and Veronica O’Donnell
‡ Kyle and Aaricka Oliver
* Capt. Tim Oliver, USN, Retired
* Betty and Gordon Orson
Rosalyn Ominsky and David Sachs
‡ Alexander Orlov
* Katrina Orlov
Peggy M. Osborne
Steven Osgood
Mimi Osiason
Michael Pacyna
Debra A. Weiner and Hillel Weinberg Charitable Fund
‡Vanessa Weinert
* Astrid and Paul Weismann
Lisa Weissbard
Nancy Welch
Deborah Welland
Marion and Joe Wertheim
John and Carol Wessner
Norman and Nancy Wetterau
Reading Wheeler Fund of the Whatcom Community Foundation
Carol M. White
Jack White
Laurie Wiesner
Joan H. Wiles
Linda Wilkinson
Kathleen Williams and Robin Lind
Norma Williamson
Bob and Sharon Willits
Daniel J. and Carol Shiner Wilson
John and Marlene Wilson
Phil and Diane Windsor
* Matt and Katherine Wirth
Kathryn Wissler
* Jean and Donald Wolf
Bob and Jo Ann Wolfe
Stephen and Coretta Wolford
Woodings Family Fund
Jo and Bill Wooldridge
Susan S. Worboys
Carol Way
* Suzanne Fassett- Wright
Allen Yahn
Rosayln Young
† Sam Young
Patricia Yount
Carol and Michael Yunker
* Andrew and Carrie Zachry
Rev. Richard E. Zajac
Stephen Zeller
Angela and William Zeman
† Clare Zenczak-Murray
John Zitzner
Kathy Zugen
Zukowski, Rogers, Flood & McArdle

**Friends of Chautauqua**

**Up to $125**
Anonymous (13)
44 Ramble Condominium
Chuck Aaron
AARP
Elizabeth Accordino
Amos Acree
Irene and Gerald Adler

Sylvia Affleck
Antone Alber and Mary Beth Karr
Albers Family Fund
Marcia Alcorn

* Carolyn Balmer
Lisa Baltz
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Barclay, Jr.
Pat and Bob Barker
Matthew Benson
Lawrence and Julie Berger
Deborah J. Berlyne
Edwrina Bernat
Abigail Bernstein
Miguel Berrios
Todd Bernwaldt
Wendy Bestor and Lee Zalinger
Audrey and Chuck Bezella
* Mary Ann Bianco
Matthew Bielewicz
Carrie Biggs-Adams
Gary and Julie Bilbie
Deborah Biorn
Ross Bitzel
Jeff and Carol Blake
Paul and Marilyn Blankman
Katherine Blezard
Melissa Blocker
Karen Blozie
Parker-Bobseine Family
Mary A. Boden
Linda Bollensen
Jim and Christine Boniface
Frank Boniface
Albert Boorady
Jodie Borden
Megan Borgstrom
Shirley K. Bosco
Marlin and Jane Bradford
G. Stanley Bratton
Bravas Partners
Larry Braverman and Michael Prutz
Kenneth and Phyllis Bravo
Margaret and W. Frederick Bretzloff
Mary Brickley
Dr. Nancy M. and David T. Briggs
Ray and Camille Brignac Fund
* David and Sharon Britton
Bruce Broecker
Lisa Brofossky
Warren and Karen Broughton
Colleen Brown
Donna Brown
John T. Brown
Peter and Barbara Brown
William and Maria Brown
* Lisa and Samuel Bruchey
Ruth Bruning
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Bryant
Margaret Bryner
John Brysacz
Kathryn and Michael Bryson
Michael Bucholtz
* Peter and Denise Buckley
Jeri and Thomas Buddenhagen

(+ ) indicates those who have maximized the impact of their generosity through a corporate matching gift

(*) denotes those who provide a monthly recurring gift commitment as a member of the Bell Tower Society

(‡) identifies members of the NOW Generation, made up of Chautauquans ages 21–40
When you join the Bell Tower Society — Chautauqua’s monthly giving program — you provide consistent, generous support that is not only convenient but has a significant impact on sustaining the programs you love.

Stephen and Ann Abdella
Meredith and Ray Andrews
Kim Ann
Chap Attwell and Elizabeth Ford
Joshua C. Auflick
Jean Aziz
Carolyn Balmer
Steve and Katie Barge
Lyle and Meg Barkhymer
Susan Becka Barnicoyt
Flavell and Elizabeth Barrett
Laura Baumstark
Sarah Bedford and James Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin W. Benedict
Bill and Amanda Berg
Russel Berman
Mary Ann Bianco
Sally and Russell Boehmmer
Nicole and Stephen Bonsignore
Andrew and Janet Borba
Loretta E. Bower
Rob and Suzanne Brandon
David and Sharon Britton
Andrea Brothwell and Sandy Barnes
Lisa and Samuel Bruchey
Jane Buch
Peter and Denise Buckley
Charles and Donna Bussey
Hugh and Marsha Butler
Matt Cady
Kelly Carlin
Kay Chaapel

Chautauqua Wearhouse
Dr. James J. and Carol A. Chimento
Becky and Craig Colburn
Jim and Carol Collins
Tara Connell and Michael Zuckerman
Pamela Conrad
William F. Cooper
Erl Cornelius
Dr. David and Mrs. Alyssa Cowan
Irene Cramer and Steven Goldberg
John and Linda Creech
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Crowley
Christopher James, Roslyn Wilkerson Fulton and Charlotte Ruth Dahlie
Sharon Daly
Joyce Davis and Russell Goodman
Victoria Wood Deboest
Wayne and Polly DeHart
Wes and Lori DeLancy
Al Dibs
Alexandra Price Doggett and Andrew Doggett
Jim and Marcia Downey
Diane Epstein
Falconer Printing and Design Inc.
Warren Faller
The Scott A. Fine Family Fund
Patricia R. Finson
Pamela Francis
Bnidig and Susan Gallagher
Carolyn Giambra
Nancy Gibbs and Waits May
Albert and Barbara Glover
Mr. and Mrs. Brian C. Goehring
The Goldfinger-Nabat Family
Elizabeth S. Goodwin
Gary and Kim Goranson
Tom and Barbara Gray
Julie Gray
Tom and Carol Greetham
Scott and Annie Hamill
Kiersten Hansen
Wes and Louisa Harbage-Edell
Greg and Lois Harris
John Haskell
John and Jennifer Haughton
Gail Hawks
Louis Hays
Elisabeth and Michael Healey
Robert and Jane Herman
Paul and Nancy Hill
Tamarah Hodsdon
Lynne Hokanson
Terrance N. Horner, Jr.
Tom and Meredith Houton
James And Mary Jane Hubbard
Margaret M. Irwin
Jim and Jamie Jamison
Catherine Jarjisian
Nan Johnson
Emma Kang
Jacqueline and Lawrence Katz
Lois I. Kaufman Cornell
Peg Keach
Bruce and Mary Urban-Keary
Dennis and Diane Keefe
Walter Keith
Sue and Jerry Keppel
Joe and Jennifer Klimchak
Barbara Klingman
Harry and Amy Klocowski
Robert and Susan Knisley
Susan and Richard Koenig
Cesca and Mike Koron and Family
William and Lindsay Reading Korth
Pat Krimmel
Dr. Diane Beynon Landers
Andrew Lengel
Rich and Karin Lewis
Susie and Cary Lindsay
Cynthia Loewy
Ryan Lutz
Andrew Nelson Lutz
Elizabeth and Mark Lydall
Stephen and Betsy Bechtolt Magley
Gerald and Mary Maki
All A. Makuch
Patrick and Gratia Maley
Joyce McKnight
Kristan McMahon
Olivia Meyers
Dr. Richard and Karen Middaugh
Carol J. Molohan
Peggy and Bill Morgan
Alan and Linda Nelson
Joyce and Jay Nesbit
Netflix
Capt. Tim Oliver, USN, Retired
Betty and Gordon Olson
Noreen Ondrusko
Katrina Orlow
Nancy and Tom Patterson
Sarah and Steve Perkins
Steve and Nancy Peters
Renée and Bill Peters
Francine Pokracki, MD
Brigitte Popelars
Don Rapp
Andy C. and Alice L. Reese
Elizabeth Renjilian
Lucas Rice
Leigh and Brian Rovegno
Amy B. Schiller
Jeff Schmid
Stephanie and Bill Schuerman
Victoria Schwartz and Mark Bayer
Karen Schwarzwalder and Dave Ferguson
Joan Seiffert
Patrick and Cindy Shannon
Sue Sherwin
John and Joan Shortle
Betty and Alan Siegel
Kim and Hank Siegelson
Marie and Seymour Slaven
Rachel Smith
Errol and Joy Smith

Donors new to this list are highlighted in green.
The Lewis Miller Circle recognizes members of the NOW Generation (made up of Chautauquans ages 21-40) who make an annual commitment of $250+ to the Chautauqua Fund and are helping build a stronger Chautauqua ... one that will continue to welcome and nourish young professionals, families and artists for generations to come.

Steve and Helen Bechtolt-Stapenhorst
Bill and Amanda Berg
Philip and Taylor Bermel
Russell Bermel
Grace and Chris Brown
Roger and Jackie Chagnon
Marc Collins
Erin Cornelius
Dan and Christie Crane
Anna Linn Currie and Robert Kane
Wes and Lori DeLancey
Alexandra Price Doggett and Andrew Doggett
Christine Doolittle
Shannon Emley
Emily Follansbee
Brigid and Susan Gallagher
Scott and Annie Hamill
John Haskell
Andrew Lengel
Ryan Lutz
Andrew Nelson Lutz
Elizabeth and Mark Lyndall
Magoon Family
Alexander Orlov
Katrina Orlov
Mhoire L. Murphy Osborne
Belinda and Matt Rogers
Natalie Sammarco
Karen E. Schiavone
Amy B. Schiller
Stephanie and Bill Schuerman
Jeffrey and Stephanie Scutella
Kate McKee Simmons
Rachel Smith
Megan Sorenson and Mark Roetzer
John and Amanda Steere
Jordan Steves
Mamie and Justin Stewart Family Fund

Kalen and Chris Strickland
Tiedeck Family
Morgan Madden Titus
Alli and Brian Wannop
Vanessa Weinert
Sam Young
Andrew and Carrie Zachry
Clare Zenczak-Murray

Donors new to this list are highlighted in green.
Greater than $100,000
John T. Bailey
Sarah Blackmun and Steve Eskow
Jeff Innes and Sue Hammond
Don and Alyce Milks
Harold F. Reed, Jr.
Janet and Karl Reuter
John and Takako Sachse
Kimberly Sachse
Louis F. Schauer
Sydelle Sonkin and Herb Siegel
Rev. George E. Tutwiler
Ms. Frederick Cheney
L. Michael Hatcher
Mary Boyle and Ted Arnn
John W. Burden
Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell
Dennis B. Carmichael
Ellis and Betty Cowling Fund of the Triangle Community Foundation
Kevin and Karen Crowler
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation
Daphne and Mikel Dickson
Michael and Cynthia Evanisko Charitable Gift Fund
Lauren Rich Fine Family Fund at the Cleveland Foundation
Char and Chuck Fowler
Lorraine and Charles Gandy
Helene Gayle
Victor & Joan M. Gelb Philanthropic Fund
Joe and Lynne Giroux
Craig and Cathrine Greene
Bonnie and Jim Gwin
Becky and Fred K. Habenicht, Jr.
Pegi Hamner
J. Pryor Hancock
Richard and Karen Heitzenrater
Michael E. Hill and Peter M. Korns
Tamar Hodsdon
Mrs. Arlene M. Holden
Robert and Carol Hopper
Kathleen and Chris Jackson
Stephen Jacobs and Pat Curley
Rev. Dr. Xolani and Tamara Kacela
Jane and Chaz Kerschner
Robert and Susan Laubach
Judith Alison Lee
Bonnie M. Lincoln
James H. Lynch, Jr.
Dale and Mary Lyanall
Marc Hersh and Holly Mak
Griff and Pat McDonald
Anne C. McIntosh
Nancy Lee and Albert Nelson
The Nicolai Family Charitable Fund
Sandy and Margery Nobel
Richard J. Osborne
The Mary and James Pardo Charitable Gift Fund
Sheila Penrose and Ernie Mahaffey
Steve and Polly Percy
Dr. and Mrs. Bert Rappole
Thurston K. Reid
Marilyn Scamman
Newton B. Schott, Jr. and Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Nikki and Brian Selden
Frank D. Skinner
The Carter Smith Family
Steinilher Family
Irene and David Tabish
The Rockefeller Foundation
Steve Allen and Caroline Thompson
Nancy Waasdorp
Katherine Karslake White
Mara and Larry Wolf
Steve Zenczak and Pat Feighan

$25,000-$99,999
Maizie Abuza
Mary Bucher
Mrs. Frederick Cheney
Wendy and Edward Cohen
Thomas B. Hagen
Marsha L. Haug
Charles and Wendy Heinz
Rosie and Ron Kilpatrick
Joan G. Kissner
Judy and Jim Kullberg
M. Cathy Nowosielski, MD and Jeffrey N. Lutz
Dr. Barb Mackey
Mr. and Mrs. Dayton Mak
Joanna and Kenneth Nilsen
Ed Paul
The Reeve Family
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Smucker
Jack and Lee Chaverin White

$5,000-$24,999
Anonymous (2)
Nan and Brett Altman
Edward L. Anderson, Jr.
Foundation, Inc.
Appplequist Family Charitable Fund
Penny Bank
Suzanne and Reggie Barnes
William and LaDonna Bates and Family
Nancy C. Bechtolt
Mary and Charles Begerow
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Dave and Lauren Benson
Donald H. and Barbara K. Bernstein Family Foundation
Barbara A. Black
Cathy Bonner
Mary Boyle and Ted Arnn
John W. Burden
Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell
Dennis B. Carmichael
Ellis and Betty Cowling Fund of the Triangle Community Foundation
Kevin and Karen Crowler
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation
Daphne and Mikel Dickson
Michael and Cynthia Evanisko Charitable Gift Fund
Lauren Rich Fine Family Fund at the Cleveland Foundation
Char and Chuck Fowler
Lorraine and Charles Gandy
Helene Gayle
Victor & Joan M. Gelb Philanthropic Fund
Joe and Lynne Giroux
Craig and Cathrine Greene
Bonnie and Jim Gwin
Becky and Fred K. Habenicht, Jr.
Pegi Hamner
J. Pryor Hancock
Richard and Karen Heitzenrater
Michael E. Hill and Peter M. Korns
Tamar Hodsdon
Mrs. Arlene M. Holden
Robert and Carol Hopper
Kathleen and Chris Jackson
Stephen Jacobs and Pat Curley
Rev. Dr. Xolani and Tamara Kacela
Jane and Chaz Kerschner
Robert and Susan Laubach
Judith Alison Lee
Bonnie M. Lincoln
James H. Lynch, Jr.
Dale and Mary Lyanall
Marc Hersh and Holly Mak
Griff and Pat McDonald
Anne C. McIntosh
Nancy Lee and Albert Nelson
The Nicolai Family Charitable Fund
Sandy and Margery Nobel
Richard J. Osborne
The Mary and James Pardo Charitable Gift Fund
Sheila Penrose and Ernie Mahaffey
Steve and Polly Percy
Dr. and Mrs. Bert Rappole
Thurston K. Reid
Marilyn Scamman
Newton B. Schott, Jr. and Antoinette LeQuire-Schott
Nikki and Brian Selden
Frank D. Skinner
The Carter Smith Family
Steinilher Family
Irene and David Tabish
The Rockefeller Foundation
Steve Allen and Caroline Thompson
Nancy Waasdorp
Katherine Karslake White
Mara and Larry Wolf
Steve Zenczak and Pat Feighan

$1,000-$4,999
Jeff and Lynda Acker
Ruth Becker
Bedrosian Charitable Fund
Rev. Dr. William and Margaret Brockman
Sarah and Frank Brown
The Brueschke Family Charitable Fund
Mary A. Callaway
Andrew L. and Gayle Shaw
Carmen Fund
Chautauqua Region Community Foundation
Dr. James J. and Carol A. Chimento
Thelma and William F. Cooper
Dr. and Mrs. R. William Cornell
Eli Crumrine
Barbara and John Cummings
Susan M. Davis-Gillis
Samuel and Lorraine Duerr, Jr.
Shirley and Art Duffy
Patricia R. Finson
Dennis J. Galucki
Jeanne and Bob Golden
Patricia Goldman and Stephen Kurzman
Syd and Ann Goldsmith
Karen and Tim Goodell
Bluie and Kitty Greenberg
Lois C. Greisman
Kent I. and Fredrika S. Groff
Terrie Vale Hauck
Samuel and Margaret Hazlett
Dr. and Mrs. Curtis Holmes
George and Constance Howard
Gale T. Hurst
IBM
Jeffrey S. Johnson
John and Mary Giegengack
Jurkell
Kyle and Elizabeth Keogh
Ellen Lumpkin and John Jeffrey Robinson
M.L.E. Foundation, Inc.
Alison and Craig Marthinsen
Geraldine M. McElree
Jane Moore
Michael Morley and Anita Lin Wayne and Jill Nelson
NYC Auto Pods
Dr. and Mrs. Robert W. Obee
Anne and Jack Palmaki
Robert and Anne Plyer
Josette and Ron Rolly
David Sachs and Linda Shackelford
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Snyder
Virginia M. Stahlsmith
Jim and Alison Steadman

(+)*indicates those who have maximized the impact of their generosity through a corporate matching gift
(‡) identifies members of the NOW Generation, made up of Chautauquans ages 21-40

Up to $1,000
Alexander Family Giving Fund
Alumni Association of the CLSC
Nancy Fix Anderson
Anna Antemann
Michele and Frank Aratari
Gail Aughenbaugh
Sebastian and Krystena Baggiano
Jim and Cheryl Bak
Robin Baker
Rindy and Lanny Barmore
Susan Barr
Thomas and Margaret Beeson
Nancy A. Beeson
Michael and Louise Beldon
Rose and Edward Berman
Jay Bianchi and Deborah Pilley
Jeanne and Tim Bingman
Ona Bloom
Karen Blozie
Bea Blumenthal
Constance Saltonstall
Foundation for the Arts
Renate Bob
Robert and Jean Boell
Bob and Linda Bonstein
Don and Marilyn Boswell
Perry and Linda Bradley
John D. Britton and Christina L. Britton
James and Phyllis Browning
Amy Buch
Anne Buerkle
Daniel Buerkle
Howard and Cynthia Gallucci-Buerkle
Jean and Richard Buerkle
Patricia Buerkle
Richard and Jill Butterly
Capel Rugs
Sayzie Carr
Miriam Chamney
Chautauqua Bookstore
CLSC Class of 2000
CME Group Community Foundation
Vienna P. Cocuzzi
Laurel B. Cohen
Lawrence and Luann Cohen
The Coniglio Family
Richard Constantino
Susan Crane
Debbie and Mark Davis
Janet and Michael Day
Linda Decker
Laurel Avery-Detoy, Brenda Harrington and Marybeth Mueller
Katy Duda
Robert and Carol Duke
Julie and Derek Duval
Chester and Marion Edmunds
Mike and Helene Ehmann
Sylvia M. Faust
Charles and Michelle Ferro
Robin Fisher and Keith Abel
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Foglesong
George L. Follansbee, Jr. and Gay Didget
Barbara Foster
†Dean and Karen Generalis
Allen and Margaret Gibbone
Teresa and David Gingles
Sherry Stanley and John Giusti
Carole E. Gladstone
Harvey and Sue Gleeksman
Beverly Ann J. Glockler
Ellen and Michael Gold
Sara and Jason Goodman
Sybil Goodman
Google Matching Gifts Program
Doreen Gould
Lawrence Greenberg, MD and Rodney Schlaflman
Alice Griffith
Donna Hayden
Jeff and Kim Heitzenrater
Bob and Lisa Hephner
Greg Herrema
Clay and Emmie Hershey
Jed Hershey
Matthew and Katy Hershey
Dorothy and Bill Hill
William and Alix Hill
Alison Hilton
Melissa Hilton
Dave and Pat Howard
Karen Hungerford
Georgiann and Louis Ingutti
Island Walk Condominium Association, Inc.
Howard and Susan Jackson
Phyllis Kasdin
Naomi Kaufman
Peter and Anne Kelderhouse
Amy Kellman
Barbara Keogh
Kathleen Keogh Charitable Gift Fund
†Timothy Keogh
Susan and Kenneth Kirshner
Sandra and Fred Kline
John G. Kokales and Arlene Fleck
Janet and Robert Kowal
Dolores, Dale and Kathy Kramer
Shirley Kregar
Duane and Mary Lou Krueger
Dave and Kris Kurtz
Catharine M. Kurz
Rick and Linda Lacey
Jane and Jerry Lahey
Norman and Mary Ellen Ledwin
Elizabeth “Betsy” Linaberger
Kaye Lindauer
Kerry B. Long
Billy Lumpkin, Jr.
Magee Family
John A. Maltese
Natalie Manzino
Jane McCarthy
Linda McDavitt
Janie and Russell McKnight
Joyce McKnight
Lindy McKnight and Erin Cunningham
Doug and Michele McMurry + Ken and Leigh Ann Meinecke
Ed Metzger
Dr. Richard Meyer
Sandra H. Miller
Mary Anne Morefield
Edwin and Emily Morris
Lenelle Morse
‡Sara Marie Muir
Linda Smith Munyan
Joseph and Louise Musser
Bill and Ellen Neches
Alan and Linda Nelson
Lynn and Andrew Neches
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Niggli
George and Melissa Orlov
Phyllis Osterman
Pete and Mary Pace
Francis and Gilda Palmer
James and Diane Papas
James and Karen Pappas
Emily Parker and Jeff Hodges
Deborah Peikes and Robert Cohen
John and Lynn Perry
William J. Peterson
Elaine Pierce
Carolyn Popnik
Av and Janet Posner
Kathryn and Stephen Poulin
John and Sue Ann Power Fund
Rolene and Louis Pozarny
Philanthropic Fund
Presbyterian Senior Care Network
Thomas and Sharon Quilter
Katherine Raphaelson
Rascoe Family
Terry and Joan Rechlin
Bob and Carole Reeder
Pamela and Robert Regan
Reliant Community Federal Credit Union
Dave and Judy Richardson
Lucy A. Rider
Brent and Sue Ridgeway
Kathleen M. Riley
Erica Robinson
Lee and Beth Robinson
The Robinson-Vay, Mintel, Childs and Palma Families
Susan Ross
Jennifer and Tate Russell
Bill and Ruth Russell
Mr. & Mrs. Henry W. Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. James Scantlin
Rick and Judy Schiller
Kathleen and Scott Schindler
Pat Schlotzhauer
Selinda Schultz
Serow Family Fund
Judith and Gary Shaw
Curtis and Kelly Shipley
Nancy Taylor Shivers
Judy Shoemaker
Alex and Patricia Short
Elaine Short
Edie Sklar
Beth and Aaron Smith and Family
Peg Snyder
Marilyn Solimano
Mr. and Mrs. R.S. Spahr
Oren Spiegler
Sandy and Bob Spiewak
Nancy Spraragen
Joseph and Chris Sproule
Lynn & Samuel Stahl Family Philanthropic Fund of the San Antonio Area Foundation
Lois A. Steere
Lee M. Strickland
Kris and Lionel Sully
Marcia and Louis Swartz
Judith and John Swisher
Amy and Mike Szuba
Hugh and Marty Talton
Art and Marguerite Taylor
Larry D. Thompson and Brenda A. Thompson Advancement Fund of the Ayco Charitable Foundation
Livia and Tom Thompson
Thrivent Financial For Lutherans Foundation
David and Lisa Torrence
Leslie and Jon Tramer
Albert S. Trefts, Jr. Family
C. Elizabeth Trefts
Dorothy Trefts and Daniel J. McEvoy
Iris Tropp and John Glushka
Roger VanDette
Lisa Vandewark
Kathleen and Gary Vanscoter
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Viehe
Ralph Watkins
Karen Weber
Robert and Susan Weis
Charles and Gail Weisberg
Linda and Paul Williams
Susan and Rob Williams
Dr. Samuel M. and Dorothy H.B. Wilson
Mrs. Lou Wineman
Laurie and John Witmeyer + Kristin Wood
John and Stephanie Wysocki
Elizabeth and Michael Zea
John and Holly Zenger
The Eleanor B. Daugherty Society is composed of those who have generously chosen to support Chautauqua’s mission through charitable bequests, life-income gifts and trusts — providing, in perpetuity, for the programs they love by helping ensure Chautauqua’s future.
2020 DONORS TO CAPITAL PROJECTS & OTHER PROGRAMS

Greater than $100,000
Thomas B. Hagen
The Hultquist Foundation, Inc.
Lippman Kanfer Family Foundation
Bruce and Sarah Hagen McWilliams
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Richards, III
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Smucker

$25,000-$99,999
Wendy H. Cohen Fund
Ted and Deborah First
Mr. and Mrs. G. Thomas Harrick
Nancy Langston
Ralph H. and Elizabeth C. Norton Philanthropic Trust
Edris and David H. Weis

$5,000-$24,999
Mary Boyle and Ted Arnn
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Kyler
Shaffer Family Fund
Adele M. Thomas Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Thomas

$1,000-$4,999
Michael E. Hill and Peter M. Korns
Mr. and Mrs. John W. McCauley
Dave and Cindy Pelton
The Reeve Family

Up to $1,000
Anonymous
Dick and Margie Buxbaum
Alan and Sharon McClymonds
+ Carol and Bob McKiernan

(+) indicates those who have maximized the impact of their generosity through a corporate matching gift
STAFF

Chautauqua Institution Office of Advancement
Geof Follansbee, J.D. • Senior Vice President and Chief Advancement Officer
Amy Gardner, CFRE • Vice President of Advancement and Campaign Director
Chris Baglia • Gift Administrator
Karen Blozie • Senior Major Gifts Officer
Jackie Chagnon • Director of Stewardship and Donor Relations
Christine Doolittle • Administrative Project Manager
Tina Downey, CFRE • Director of the Chautauqua Fund
Theresa Frangione • Executive Assistant to the Chief Advancement Officer
Maya Holt-Brokenbrough, Ph.D. • Senior Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations
Joanna Kaufmann • Stewardship and Events Coordinator
Jared Magoon • Assistant Director of the Chautauqua Fund
Tamara J. Silzle • Administrative Assistant
Megan Sorenson • Director of Donor Communications and Community Engagement
Jennifer S. Stitely, CFRE • Director of Gift Planning
Nicole K. Szydlo • Director of Advancement Operations

Chautauqua Foundation
Deborah E. Moore, CPA • Executive Director
Jennifer Burgeson • Fund Accountant
Theresa Frangione • Corporate Secretary

Chautauqua Institution Executive Staff
Michael E. Hill • President
Sebastian Baggiano • Executive Vice President
Rindy Barmore • Executive Assistant and Corporate Secretary
Matt Ewalt • Vice President and Emily and Richard Smucker Chair for Education
Geof Follansbee, J.D. • Senior Vice President and Chief Advancement Officer
Amy Gardner, CFRE • Vice President of Advancement and Campaign Director
Deborah Sunya Moore • Senior Vice President and Chief Program Officer (Interim);
  Vice President of Performing and Visual Arts
Emily Morris, Ph.D. • Senior Vice President and Chief Brand Officer
The Rt. Rev. V. Gene Robinson • Vice President of Religion and Senior Pastor
Shannon D. Rozner, J.D. • Senior Vice President of Community Relations and General Counsel
John Shedd, AIA • Vice President of Campus Planning and Operations
Amit Taneja • Senior Vice President and Chief Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility (IDEA) Officer

For additional information about philanthropy at Chautauqua, or to view the Foundation Annual Report, please visit foundation.chq.org or call 716.357.6220.

In memory of our beloved friend and colleague Maggie Stokes, remembered for her kind heart, enthusiastic spirit and dedication to her work and this institution.